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9 responses

Summary See complete responses

I would like more information about these online assessment readiness topics:
Accommodations for English learners 2 22%

Accommodations for students with disabilities 6 67%

Bandwidth requirements 1 11%

Headsets/headphones/earbuds 4 44%

Keyboard needs 1 11%

Scheduling test sessions 1 11%

Tablets or other devices 4 44%

Technical requirements 0 0%

Wifi needs 0 0%

Other 1 11%

People may select more than one checkbox, so

percentages may add up to more than 100%.

What are your top three concerns related to the pilot experience?

How to accommodate the special education students and ell students. length of time on computers (technology concerns

and kids focus) difficulty of test (can we see the results to compare our text/curriculum grades to test) students did not know or

understand to pause at the right times doing things correctly on my end as the TA so student scores are correctly sent

students caring about their performance timing of the test I have concerns for children with disabilities. Will there be

computer read questions for those students with special needs? Do students need to label their answers - ie. feet ...

What other concerns do you have related to the pilot experience?

Students seemed to struggle with the use of the different calculators. nothing Many of the math questions have multi-

steps which were very difficult for special needs. Bumping the keys along the top of the keyboard caused the test to log-out.

That can be a problem. None - power outages - fire drills during the test - tornado drills during the test - enough time to

take the test - what happens when a student becomes ill while taking the test

What are your top three concerns about the move to more online assessments?

1-The bandwidth,2- a student getting sick 3- a fire drill. students amount of time spent on the computer or screen time.

students guess because there are choices process of thinking may not be considered as much as the correct answer As

long as we have training before, and a helpful monitor, I am confident in my duties Some students have difficulties with
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technology and may be better off taking the test with a pencil and paper. Most of the students I talked to didn't like it. They

were very uncomfortable doing math problems on the computer, especially showing their work. I am afraid poor stud ...

Any other questions/comments/concerns/complaints related to the Smarter Online Pilot Assessment?

I actually thought it went pretty well. I wish we could see the results of the students tests to see where they

struggled. no
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